Dear Members and Friends,

Greetings of the season!

We appreciate all the tireless efforts so many are making to maintain quality Holocaust education despite the many difficulties during the past year. As you are making your year-end donations, please consider giving financial assistance to an agency that helps survivors in need and/or to the Holocaust organization/institution of your choice. If you feel well-served by GSI, kindly pass it forward.

Please send in your information for upcoming International Holocaust Remembrance Day commemorative programs for the January edition of this newsletter.

Best wishes for a much better 2022,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders/representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion/listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and/or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their
children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

_GSI_ has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at [www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/). Joining Facebook is free and easy: [www.facebook.com](http://www.facebook.com).

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

_Yad Vashem has ready2print exhibitions available free of charge_. These easy to print exhibitions are designed to promote dialogue about the Holocaust, to impart its universal lessons and to foster connection to its relevance to daily life in the 21st century.

**CONFERENCES**

**Non-German Camps during the Holocaust Period** (Virtual)
December 6 – 9, 2021
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

20th Annual Council of Holocaust Educators (CHE) Conference [Rescheduled]
**Historians of Ourselves: Documenting Life in Unprecedented Times**
December 7, 2021, and December 9, 2021. 7:00 – 9:00 pm ET
Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ

52nd Annual Scholars’ Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches
**Expanding Perspectives of the Holocaust**
March 5 – 8, 2022
Ackerman Center for Holocaust Studies, the University of Texas at Dallas

**UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS**

**Faith During the Holocaust**
December 1, 2021. 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections Online

**Student Webinar: The Life of Holocaust Survivor Eva Mozes Kor**
December 2, 2021. 1:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections Online

**December 1941: 80 Years Later**
December 8, 2021. 4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections Online
**Student Webinar:** Turning Memory to Strength: Chapman University’s 23rd Annual Holocaust Art & Writing Contest  
December 13, 2021. 1:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections Online

**Personal and Family Archival Collections:**  
Connecting the Pieces in the Complex Puzzle of the Holocaust Story  
December 14 – 15, 2021  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

**Bioethics, Disease, and the Holocaust**  
January 3 – 7, 2022  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

**Seminarios Virtuales de Yad Vashem para American Latina**  
(Yad Vashem Virtual Seminars for Latin America)  
January 9 – 13, 2022

**The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art**  
October 25 – 26, 2022  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

Please send your paper proposal of no more than 1500 words and a short 150-word biography by January 2022 to: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

---

**UPCOMING EVENTS**

Now – December 11, 2021—Nash Gallery, University of Minnesota,  
Exhibit: *Divide Up Those in Darkness from the Ones Who Walk in Light.*

Now – January 14, 2022—Raritan Valley Community College, **Branchburg, NJ**  
Montreal Holocaust Museum exhibit: *And in 1948 I came to Canada, The Holocaust in Six Dates.* The six dates highlighted in the exhibit are 1933: (Nazi rise to power and anti-Jewish laws), 1939 (Beginning of the war and creation of ghettos), 1941 (Invasion of the USSR and mass murders by mobile killing units), 1942 (Deportation to killing centers), 1943 (Resistance in its various forms), and 1945 (Liberation and the post-war period). Virtual or in-person tours. For information and to book tours: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu.

Now – January 30, 2022—Union Station, **Kansas City, MO**  

Now – April 29, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**  
Exhibit: *Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try.* The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.
Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide. This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

Now—June 26, 2022—Minneapolis Institute of Art, Minneapolis, MN
Exhibit Envisioning Evil: “The Nazi Drawings” by Mauricio Lasansky

Now—August 2022—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, Chula Vista, CA
Exhibit: RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust

December 1, 2021 – January 14, 2022—Bangor Public Library, Bangor, ME
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust.

December 1, 2021 – January 14, 2022—University of Mississippi, University, MS
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust.

December 1, 2021 – January 14, 2022—Yuma County Library District, Yuma, AZ
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust.

December 1, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
Zoom book launch, Love With No Tomorrow: Tales of Romance During the Holocaust, with author Mindelle Pierce, Rabbi Micha Becker-Klein, and Dr. Michael Berenbaum.

December 1, 2021, 18:30 CET—UNESCO House, 125 Avenue de Suffren, Paris, France
Animated film premiere Where Is Anne Frank. The film recounts the fate of the families in the Secret Annex in Amsterdam during the Holocaust and describes the situation in present-day Europe after the Second World War.

December 1, 2021, 5:30 pm MT—Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ

December 1, 2021, 5:30 pm MT—Phoenix Holocaust Association, Scottsdale, AZ
A Great Miracle Happened: The Generation After the Holocaust – Janice Friebaum’s father was a Holocaust survivor from Warsaw, Poland. Currently serving as vice president of PHA, Janice will share her affecting story of growing up in the long shadows of trauma and loss, and how being the daughter of a Holocaust survivor has shaped her life.

December 1, 2021, 6:00 pm ET—Northeastern University, Boston, MA

December 1, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust Resource Center of Kean University, Union, NJ
Zoom event Saints and Liars: American Relief and Rescue Workers during the Nazi Era with Dr. Deborah Dwork. For more: 908-737-4633
December 2, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Dedication of “The Children’s Tree”** from cuttings of the tree Jewish children planted in Theresienstadt during the Holocaust.

December 2, 2021, 12:00 noon ET—United Nations, New York, NY
Virtual event: *(Medical) Ethics, Justice and the Holocaust.*

December 2, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
**Virtual program: book & author:** *Unstoppable: Siggi B. Wilzig’s Astonishing Journey from Auschwitz Survivor and Penniless Immigrant to Wall Street Legend.*

**Becoming Dr. Ruth** starring Tovah Feldshuh. Play chronicles the life of noted psychologist Dr. Ruth Westheimer, from her early years fleeing Nazi Germany, living as an orphan in Switzerland, to her service in the Israeli armed forces as a sharpshooter, and her later life and career in New York.

December 5, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighters’ House Museum, Galilee, Israel
3rd and final part of the series *Invisible Years: Hiding in the Netherlands during the Holocaust: Moving Memories* with guest speakers Kira Dane / Katelyn Rebelo / Carmen Fernald.

December 5, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terre Haute, IN
**Nobody Wants Us** with Laura Seltzer-Duny. The story of three teenagers and their families hoping to make itsafely onto American soil after escaping the Nazi invasion of Europe. 1.5 PGP hours for teachers.

December 5, 2021, 20:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
**Invisible Years: Moving Memories.** The 3rd and final program on Hiding in the Netherlands during the Holocaust.

December 6, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
The virtual tour of *Shanghai: Safe Haven During the Holocaust* explores lesser-known stories of European Jewish refugees who escaped Nazism in the Shanghai ghetto and includes a video presentation with Chief Curator of Collections and Exhibitions, Arielle Weininger, and live Q&A moderated by Museum personnel. Fees.

December 7, 2021, 11:00 am ET—YIVO, New York, NY
**Jewish Identity in Lithuania Today** (Zoom).

December 7, 2021, 11:00 am PT—JFCS Holocaust Center, San Francisco, CA
**By the Grace of the Game: A Conversation with Dan Grunfeld** who shares how Holocaust history and the NBA cross paths with his family story.

December 7, 2021, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
**Searching for Survivors: The Fate of the St. Louis Passengers** with Scott Miller.
December 7, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
Weekly Book Discussions, People Love Dead Jews, Reports from a Haunted Present with Dr. Josh Andy.

December 7, 2021, 6:30 pm GMT—Weiner Library, London, UK
In person event: Exhibition Talk: The Radicalising Impact of the Fascist Past: Emotive Memories of Nazism and Fascism in Contemporary Extreme Right Politics.

December 7, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Memorial & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Virtual Book & Author: X Troop: The Secret Jewish Commandos of World War II with Leah Garrett. Fees.

December 7, 2021, 19:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
81st Commemoration of the Deportation of Jews to Mauritius with Claudia Bentel and Kitty Schrott.

December 7, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Next Generations, Boynton Beach, FL
A Virtual Tour of the US Holocaust Memorial Museum: Rescuing the Evidence

December 7, 2021, 7:00 pm CT—Holocaust Education Resource Center, Milwaukee, WI
The Rabbi of Buchenwald: The Life and Times of Hershel Schacter. Rabbi Herschel Schacter, a U.S. Army chaplain in World War II, was part of the unit that liberated the Nazi concentration camp of Buchenwald.

December 8, 2021, 9:30 am ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Online event: Caring for Children Who Were Abandoned by the World

December 8, 2021, 12:00 noon ET—YIVO, New York, NY
Beba Epstein: The Extraordinary Life of an Ordinary Girl

December 8, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, Glen Cove, NY
1st meeting of new virtual book club: We Were the Lucky Ones by Georgia Hunter.

December 8, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburg, PA
Confronting the Complexity of Holocaust Scholarship: Reflections of the Past, Present and Future of Holocaust Studies.

December 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY
Memory Keepers: Mindy Nagorsky-Israel to speak about her husband’s grandmother’s Holocaust story. For more: mjasper@hhrecny.org, https://hhrecny.org

December 9, 2021, 12:00 noon ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center, Maitland, FL
In My Own Words with Holocaust Survivor, Leon. Leon was 10 years old in 1941 when the Nazis invaded his hometown of Czernowitz, Romania, now Ukraine. He and his family were deported to a ghetto, surviving enormous hardships that included illness and starvation.
December 9, 2021, 7:00 pm ET – Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

December 9, 2021, 12:00 noon CT—Arolsen Archives, Bad Arolsen, Germany
Online live event: Second Generation Talk with Anna Salton Eisen

December 9, 2021, 3:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Book & Author: The Nazi’s Granddaughter: How I Discovered My Grandfather Was A War Criminal. Award-winning author Silvia Foti made a promise to her mother on her deathbed to write a book about Jonas Noreika, her grandfather, a famous WWII hero. Foti had no idea that her seemingly simple promise would uncover dark family secrets. In person and virtual. Fees.

December 9, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Montreal Holocaust Museum, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
We Share the Same Sky: A Conversation with Author Rachael Cerrotti.

December 9, 2021, 7:00 pm CT—Holocaust Education Resource Center, Milwaukee, WI
Picking up the Pieces: Milwaukee Holocaust Survivors and the Scrap Industry.

December 10, 2021, 12:00 noon ET—Next Generations, 20155 Boca West Dr, Boca Raton, FL

December 12, 2021, 2:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
The virtual tour of Shanghai: Safe Haven During the Holocaust explores lesser-known stories of European Jewish refugees who escaped Nazism in the Shanghai ghetto and includes a video presentation with Chief Curator of Collections and Exhibitions, Arielle Weininger, and live Q&A moderated by Museum personnel. Fees.

December 12, 2021, 2:00 pm PT—Temple Beth El of South Orange County, Aliso Viejo, CA
Marta Fuchs, author of Legacy of a Rescue: A Daughter’s Tribute. Fees.

December 14, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, New York, NY
Emotional Geography of Revenge: Polish Jews and the Search for Postwar Justice in the Polish Countryside. Katarzyna Person discusses how individual Jewish survivors in postwar Europe attempted to get both physical revenge and retribution, despite the very few opportunities available to them.

December 15, 2021, 11:30 am ET—Chhange, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ

December 15, 2021, 8:00 pm ET—Jewish Study Center, Washington, DC
Jews, Comics, and the Creation of the Superhero with Danny Fingeroth.
December 21, 2021, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
**Remembering Felicia: The Son of an Auschwitz Survivor Shares her Story** with Matthew Erlich.

December 23, 2021 – February 27, 2022—Clark County Library, Las Vegas, NV
Exhibit: **How Did You Survive?** For more information: genshoah@gmail.com.

January 4, 2022 2:00 pm ET – Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual program in partnership with **Descendants of Holocaust Survivors (2G Greater New York)** **Rewriting History: The Politics Of Memory In Poland**. Suggested donation.

January 4, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
**My Soul is Filled with Joy: A Holocaust Story** with Karen Treiger.

January 4, 2022, 7:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

January 11, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—3G NY Descendants of Holocaust Survivors, New York, NY
(3G) **Amy Spitalnick and the work of Integrity First for America**, Integrity First for America (IFA), a nonpartisan nonprofit dedicated to defending democratic principles, is suing the neo-Nazis, white supremacists and hate groups responsible for the attack on Charlottesville in 2017. Their groundbreaking case, **Sines v. Kessler**, is the only active lawsuit taking on the vast leadership of the white supremacist movement.

January 18, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
**The Dressmakers of Auschwitz: The True Story of the Women Who Sewed to Survive** with Lucy Adlington.

January 20, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—March of the Living, New York, NY
**Survivor Speaker Series with Gabriella Karin**.

January 25, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Next Generations, Boynton Beach, FL

January 26, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—Stern Auditorium, Carnegie Hall, New York, NY
International Holocaust Remembrance Cay Commemoration: **Hymns from Auschwitz A Tribute to Viktor Ullman and Michel Assael**.

January 28 – March 11, 2022—University of Hawai’i – West O’ahu, Kapolei, HI
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit **Americans and the Holocaust**.

January 28 – March 11, 2022—Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit **Americans and the Holocaust**.

January 28 – March 11, 2022—Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, GA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit **Americans and the Holocaust**.
January 28 – March 11, 2022—University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit *Americans and the Holocaust.*

February 1, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
*The Holocaust through Muslim Eyes* with Dr. Mehnaz Afridi.

February 15, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
*Leo’s Journey—In My Father’s Words* with Richard Lowy.

February 17, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—March of the Living, New York, NY
*Holocaust Through Cinema* with Rich Brownstein, historian and author.

February 23, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Next Generations, Boynton Beach, FL
Film and panel discussion: *18 Enduring Voices.* Fees. Link sent prior to program.

**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI...** Online newsletters

- Bad Arolsen November 8, 2021
- Bad Arolsen November 19, 2021
- Memoria
- Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
- Yad Vashem Magazine
- Yad Vashem November 1, 2021
- Yad Vashem November 8, 2021
- Yad Vashem November 16, 2021
- Yad Vashem November 24, 2021

**FYI...** The Holocaust Center for Humanity in Seattle, WA has a new interactive virtual exhibit: *Finding Light in the Darkness.*

**FYI...** The Wiener Holocaust Library has a new digital resource: an online Refugee Map will highlight the Library’s rich collections of Family Papers, making our archival material related to refugee stories even more accessible.

**FYI...** The JCC Manhattan has Holocaust-related films during December: *Film Monthly 11-28-21 (contentsharing.net)*

**FYI...** YIVO has summer study tours to Lithuania & Poland, Literary Tour of Jewish Galicia, and St. Petersburg—Moscow—Prague.
FYI... Holocaust Center for Humanity: Poland during the Holocaust and Today July 1 – 10, 2022. Trip includes Warsaw, Warsaw Zoo, Treblinka, Tykocin, Bialystok (where the group will help to restore a Jewish cemetery), Krakow, Oskar Schindler's Enamel Factory, Auschwitz-Birkenau; meetings with a survivor, rescuer, and dinners and experiences that highlight the culture and history of Poland.

FYI... Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown. Here are some of them.

October 7, 2021: Book Talk: Violence in Defeat: The Wehrmacht on German Soil 1944 - 45
October 15, 2021: Book Talk: Dance on the Razor’s Edge: Crime and Punishment in the Nazi Ghettos
October 29, 2021: The Yiddish Historians and the Struggle for a Jewish History of the Holocaust
November 2, 2021: My Father Was One of the Lucky Ones
November 4, 2021: Holocaust Restitution: The Struggle Continues
November 7, 2021: World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants Gathering with Dr. Irit Felsen
November 7, 2021: The Nazis Called it Kristallnacht
November 9, 2021: Kristallnacht Commemorative Program Kean University
November 10, 2021: The Forgotten Life of Herschel Grynszpan
November 10, 2021: Resilience in the Face of Impossible Odds: Jewish WWI Veterans in the November Pogrom
November 10, 2021: A Virtual Evening to Honor Holocaust Survivors 2021
November 10, 2021: The Last Shtetl in Poland? The Jewish World, the Cold War and the Jewish Community of Dzierżoniów
November 10, 2021: The Cartoon Crusader Comes to American: Arthur Szyk’s Battle against the Nazis in the New World
November 11, 2021: Stories from the Violins of Hope
November 11, 2021: Man of the Futures: The Story of Leo Melamed
November 12, 2021: November Pogrom (Kristallnacht) Remembered: With Keynote Speaker Christopher Browning
November 15, 2021: MOT Holocaust survivor David Lenga Q&A with St George Middle School
November 16, 2021: Concentration Camps before Nazi Germany
November 17, 2021: Exploring the Narrative of Holocaust and Genocide Education in the Public Arena with Dafna Michaelson Jenet, Colorado House of Representatives
November 17, 2021: “Three Minutes in Poland”: Rescuing Individual Stories; Retrieving Communal Pasts
November 17, 2021: Holocaust History Under Siege
November 17, 2021: Nuremberg Trials and Lessons for Today
November 17, 2021: First Person: Conversations with Holocaust Survivors Frank Liebermann
November 17, 2021: Nazism, Neo-Nazism and Music
November 18, 2021: The Holocaust, Tikkun Olan, and Three Generations of Humanitarian Women
November 19, 2021: Power, Intoxication, and Masculinity: Fueling the Nazi War Machine

Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI

Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage

Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, https://brave.com, or others.

Across Borders: International

International Holocaust Survivor's Night To Be Held On Hanukkah
A prolific Jewish writer has collected 4,000 tiny dreidels found by Eastern European treasure hunters
Holocaust fatigue? Get over it. The Shoah must go on.
Disturbing Gaps In Holocaust Knowledge Defy The Global Pledge To Never Forget
Machine Learning, AI and Holocaust Memory | Europeana Pro
Kristallnacht assassin Herschel Grynszpan: Heroic ‘boy avenger’ or psychopath?
In 1938, the World Knew
From Pogromnacht to now: 83 years of anti-Semitism
Yom HaGirush—The inside story of ‘Expulsion Day’
Polish historian in Israel to ‘ring the alarm’ on Holocaust distortion
A Holocaust survivor’s visit to her childhood home transports her to the past
How I Persuaded Helmut Kohl To Change His Mind On A Holocaust Memorial
Watch: A Young German Discovers His Father’s Nazi Past, Then Converted to Judaism And Served in the IDF
Poet Abraham Sutzkever’s memoirs of the Vilna Ghetto are now in English
Van Gogh Watercolor Seized by Nazis Sells for Record $35.8 Million
Van Gogh painting stolen from Rothschild by Nazis sells for over $35 million, breaking record
Van Gogh Stolen From Rothschilds By Nazis Sells For Record Price At Auction
The Palestinians must acknowledge their role in the Holocaust - opinion
8 Days of Dead Jews
US Holocaust Museum Says China Boosting Uyghur Repression
Viral Video of Influencer Posing on Holocaust Memorial Leaves Internet Disgusted

Australia
'Broken glass, unbroken spirit'
Australian Jewish Leaders Condemn ‘Vile’ White Supremacist Desecration of Jewish Gravestone
Anti-vaxxer dressed as concentration camp inmate assailed on Melbourne street

Austria
The Austrian woman who saved 7,700 children during WW2 - BBC Reel
Vienna opens first public memorial listing Holocaust victims' names
Wall of Names Holocaust memorial unveiled in Vienna
How Holocaust Survivor Persuaded Chancellor Sebastian Kurtz To Build Vienna Wall Of Names
On Kristallnacht anniversary, Austrian government unveils memorial wall with 64,440 names
News / On 83rd anniversary of Kristallnacht, Austria dedicates new memorial to murdered Jews
On eve of Kristallnacht, activists ‘rename’ Vienna streets honoring antisemites

Brazil
Brazil, with its large Jewish community, joins IHRA as observer country
Brazilian journalist apologizes for saying his country would need to kill its Jews to match Germany’s wealth

Canada
Cotler heads Canadian delegation to Holocaust Remembrance conference
Document suggesting students learn positive aspects of Nazi Germany deleted by Alberta education officials
Antisemitism becoming more visible, says Fredericton Holocaust survivor | CBC News
Anti-Semitism on The Rise In Canada
Michael Mostyn: A Concerning Rise in Anti-Semitism on The Eve Of Kristallnacht
Flashback: Vancouver’s voice of concentration camp survival
Join with Jewish neighbours in committing to end antisemitism, racism
Canadian Writing About the Holocaust Is Haunted By The Grim Past
Hebrew School Honours 101-Year-Old Second World War Vet, Holocaust Survivor
Dutch couple with ties to Sarnia honoured for protecting Jewish boy during Holocaust
Actor, Writer Saul Rubinek to Perform Parts Of New Holocaust Play In Ottawa
Nazi Memorabilia Pulled from Alberta Stores Following B’nai Brith Action
The Holocaust as seen through Muslim eyes—on display in a Toronto painting exhibition (for one night)

Colombia
Colombia Apologizes for Police Cadets in Nazi Uniforms

France
Trial Begins for Men Accused in Killing of Holocaust Survivor in France
Accused Killers of French Holocaust Survivor Mireille Knoll Set Out to Murder a ‘Y*d,’ Son Tells Court in Ongoing Trial
The Mireille Knoll murder trial: Will France deliver justice this time?
‘Justice Has Been Done’: Antisemitic Murderer of Holocaust Survivor Mireille Knoll Sentenced to Life Imprisonment by French Court
Mireille Knoll: Killer of French Holocaust survivor jailed for life
Paris court hands life sentence to murderer of Holocaust survivor
“Was It I Who Came Back Home?” On the Return of Catherine Dior and Other Survivors of Ravensbrück
Paris court fines social-media users for hate posts targeting ‘Miss France’ runner-up

Germany
Last member of Babyn Yar SS murder squad ‘must be put on trial’
Survivor to ex-Nazi camp guard: ‘You’ve lived 100 times longer than baby Erika’
Secretary of Evil: True she is 96 and her alleged complicity in the horrors of Hitler's death camps was 76 years ago
The Nazis Made Jewish Boxers Fight for Their Lives
Classical music under the Nazis | DW | 15.11.2021
Berlin honours couple who helped Jewish families flee Nazi Germany
Schalke fans keeping memory of Nazi deportation of local Jews alive
Holocaust Survivor Margot Friedlander Turns 100
Anniversary of Kristallnacht prompts reflection on Modern Anti-Semitism
German president marks November 9 pogrom against Jews | DW | 09.11.2021
German president remembers Kristallnacht, the anti-Jewish pogrom, 83 years ago
German President Remembers Anti-Jewish Pogrom 83 Years Ago
MKs, German leaders mark date of Kristallnacht
Angela Merkel laments 'disgrace' of Kristallnacht | DW | 09.11.2020
In coalition agreement, German parties vow to defend Jewish life and Israel’s security
Synagogues destroyed on Kristallnacht to be digitally ‘reconstructed’
A 'disappearing' artwork for Holocaust victims | DW | 09.11.2021
German Historical Museum Acquires 15,000 Holocaust-Era Artifacts
German Museum Acquires 15,000 Artifacts Documenting the History of Anti-Semitism
A German Museum Acquired 15,000 Objects Tracing the History of Antisemitism in Europe as the Country Sees a Rise in Attacks on Jews
German Jewish Community Head Opposes Combined Remembrance Day for ‘Kristallnacht’ and Fall of Berlin Wall
Anti-Vaccine Protests In Germany Using Holocaust Symbolism
‘No Right to Nazi Propaganda’: Protestors March Against Neo-Nazi Rally in German Town
Berlin Police Chief Apologizes After Officers Photographed Doing Pushups on City’s Holocaust Memorial
Berlin police chief condemns officers doing push-ups on Holocaust memorial
Berlin police apologize for push-ups on Holocaust memorial | DW | 01.11.2021
Horror of Berlin Wall in graphic novels | DW | 16.11.2021
‘Meet a Jew’ Program Aims to Tackle Rising Anti-Semitism in Germany

Hungary
Budapest’s new $30m Holocaust museum sits in limbo as Hungary debates its contents
Budapest's New 30m Holocaust Museum Sits In Limbo

India
7 books that capture grief and loss of the Holocaust | The Times of India

Israel
Pretexts for murderous action: Then and now
No, Germany Shouldn’t Pay Holocaust Reparations in Military Hardware for Israel
The new chair of Yad Vashem wants to build a ‘firewall’ between politics and Holocaust remembrance. Can he?
‘Distortion’ and ‘Trivialization’ of Holocaust Poses Urgent Challenge, Says Newly-Appointed Head of Yad Vashem
Yad Vashem chief warns of 'distortion, trivialization of Holocaust'
Historian Jan Grabowski in Israel to ‘ring the alarm’ about Holocaust distortion
Prominent Holocaust survivor and rights activist Dora Roth dies at 92
The Jew who became a priest and will be buried as a Jew
Jaffa’s Catholic Jewish Holocaust Survivor Priest
Father Gregor Pawlowski, Jewish Holocaust survivor who became a Catholic bishop in Israel – obituary
Holocaust survivor publishes PhD dissertation on ‘serendipity’ of Balfour
Holocaust survivor meets first cousin he never knew existed in Israel
Holocaust Hidden Child Who Never Knew His Family Meets A Cousin For The First Time
How DNA Tests Helped a Jewish Man Trace a Holocaust Mystery to Israel
Dani Dayan on what Holocaust taught about extremes and how anti-Semitism persists
Journalist Netty Gross, voice of those ‘who otherwise wouldn’t be heard,’ dies at 66
Israeli film on SS officer’s romance with Jewish prisoner heads to Apple, Amazon
Moving Documentary -‘Love It Was Not’ Recreates Forbidden Affair Between Nazi Officer And Auschwitz Inmate
‘Love It Was Not’ Documents An Unlikely Love Story In Auschwitz
SS Guard who Fell in Love with a Jew in Auschwitz
Symbol of horror: Auschwitz tattoo set for sale in Jerusalem auction
A Jerusalem auction house is selling stamps used to brand prisoners in Auschwitz.
Auschwitz tattoo stamp auction in Jerusalem sparks fury
Brief / Jewish leaders, Holocaust survivors livid over auction of Nazi prisoner stamps
'The most shocking Holocaust item' was on auction, Auschwitz survivors are furious
Israeli Court Halts Auction of Tattoo Kit Said to Have Been Used at Auschwitz
Israeli court halts auction of Auschwitz tattoo kit | DW | 03.11.2021
Israeli Court Suspends Auction Auschwitz Tattoo Kit Amid Outcry Holocaust Survivors
Attorney general: Auction of Auschwitz prisoner tattoo stamp set unethical
Brief / Owner of controversial Nazi tattoo kit to donate it to Holocaust museum
Albert Speer, Hitler’s architect, tried to make a movie about his life. A new Israeli documentary chronicles his exercise in delusion.
Trump Super Fan Hosts Miss Holocaust Survivor Beauty Pageant
86-Year-Old Crowned Miss Holocaust Survivor In Israeli Pageant
86-year-old woman named Israel's 'Miss Holocaust Survivor'
**Italy**

During World War II Italian Doctors Made Up a Disease to Save Jewish Lives

Italian politician apologizes for referring to Holocaust survivor by her Auschwitz tattoo number

Top Italian soccer league adopts IHRA definition of anti-Semitism

**Lithuania**

Lithuania’s Blind Eye to Nazi Past, redux

Following Outcry, Lithuanian City Halts Construction Of Bike Path Near Holocaust Mass Grave

**Luxembourg**

Luxembourg to pay one million Euros in Holocaust reparations

Brief / Luxembourg to distribute $1.1 million in restitution to Holocaust survivors

**Netherlands**

Dutch rabbi resigns from Council after drawing parallels between COVID measures and Nazism

‘No longer kept secret’: New plaques give context to Dutch cemetery where Nazis are buried next to WWII victims

Jewish entrepreneur revives pre-Holocaust Amsterdam’s colorful retail spirit

**Norway**

Decimated in the Holocaust, a Norwegian Jewish community revives

**Poland**

Jewish historian refuses award from Polish government’s history institute, saying it suppresses Holocaust research

I declined the Pilecki Prize to support brave Polish historians under threat

Top Polish Institute Accused of Firing Historians Over Holocaust-era Research

Face to Face with the Auschwitz Memorial Twitter Project

In Poland, plans to build a museum on Schindler survivors’ former camp spark environmental protest

How science is helping unearth an 80-year-old Holocaust mystery

Heard again: Cries of ‘Death to the Jews!’ in a Polish city

Heroic Poles at the Time of War

Polish heroism during World War II

Incredible story of Holocaust Survival Band told in powerful new documentary

Heard again: Cries of ‘Death to the Jews!’ in a Polish city

'Death to Jews,' Polish nationalists shout at rally while burning book about Jews in Poland
Poland arrests 3 in connection to antisemitic demonstration
Police in Poland arrest 3 in connection to antisemitic book burning rally
A mile from Auschwitz, a restored synagogue recalls thriving Jewish life in Oswiecim
In the Shadow of the Holocaust, a Jewish Community Begins to Take Root
Why 'Lucky Jew' dolls are more popular than actual Jews in Poland

**Portugal**
The Untold Story of the Portuguese Diplomat Who Saved Thousands From the Nazis
Brief / Special tribute to Holocaust victims held in Oporto

**Romania**
Romanian Jews bid ‘goodbye to an era’ with death of their longtime leader, Aurel Vainer, at 89
Germany recognizes Bucharest as 'open ghetto' during Holocaust
Romania Makes Holocaust Education Mandatory In All High Schools
Romania Passes Bill Mandating Holocaust and Jewish History Education in All High Schools
Making Holocaust History in Romania - Israel Today

**Spain**
Holocaust memorial in Spain defaced by vandals

**Sweden**
Sweden: No easy place for a Jewish community

**Switzerland**
Kunsthaus Zurich: Looted art claims pose questions for Swiss museum

**UK**
On the Anniversary of Kristallnacht, A Jew-Hunting Mob on the Streets of London
This Fascist Life exhibition shows threat of fascism remains
Duchess of Cambridge visits new Holocaust galleries at the Imperial War Museum
Duchess of Cambridge officially opens new Holocaust exhibit at Imperial War Museum
Kate Middleton Shares Touching Reunion with Holocaust Survivors — and Their Grandkids
‘Hugged by future queen’
Imperial War Museum launches Holocaust education app
London’s Imperial War Museum brings the Holocaust into the light for all to see
More legal holdup for David Adjaye and Ron Arad’s planned UK Holocaust Memorial in London
Adjaye and Arad’s Holocaust Memorial facing legal challenge

When Britain Interned Jewish Refugees

Tender Or Tasteless: Why Some Families Get Tattooed To Never Forget The Shoah

Israeli President Visits UK Exhibit Honoring Jewish Athletes Murdered in Holocaust

Most Britons No Longer Know How Many Jews Died in the Holocaust

Half of Britons do not know 6m Jews were murdered in Holocaust

Over Half of UK Population Doesn’t Know Six Million Jews Were Killed in Holocaust, Study Shows

Survey: 52% of U.K. Residents Don't Know Toll of Holocaust

In UK poll, most respondents don’t know how many Jews perished in the Holocaust

Most UK adults don’t know key details of the Holocaust – how it has been taught in schools may explain why

What you need to know about Holocaust education

Education Minister: I Want Every Pupil To See Auschwitz

Far-right Covid conspiracy theories fuelling antisemitism, warn UK experts

A story of wartime courage, sacrifice and belated honours

The Female Cantor's Songs For Babyn Yar

Pocket dictionary that opened new life chapter for Kindertransport girl

Archbishop of Canterbury: Climate Change Impact Possibly Worse Than Nazi Genocide

UK Archbishop of Canterbury Apologizes for Comparing Climate Change To Holocaust

Holocaust education is our only vaccine against hatred

News / March of the Living UK focuses on nuance as it brings delegation to Germany for first time

Holocaust survivor brings history to life for thousands of London-area students

Keeping a vow to tell her tale, Auschwitz survivor becomes TikTok sensation

A special Chanukah toy story

Rosen's recovery

Doctor Astonished After Seeing Aunt's Name In Shoah Memorial Article

Banality of evil: last living Nazis speak in landmark documentary

Colin Firth to star as MI5 agent in WWII movie ‘Operation Mincemeat’

Oxford University Lambasted For Accepting Donation From Trust Of Nazi Sympathizer Oswald Mosley

John Cleese cancels Cambridge University appearance over a debate sparked by a Hitler impersonation

Stars defend historian who mimicked Hitler
'Quite drunk' art historian banned from Cambridge Union for Hitler impression

BBC Presenter Tweeted ‘Death to Zionist Scum,’ Accused Israel of Perpetrating Nazi-like Genocide

UK Soccer Fan Jailed for Eight Weeks for Offensive Auschwitz Tweet

Holocaust Survivors Meet With British Cricketer After Row Over Antisemitic Comments

Azeem Rafiq admits he had never heard of Auschwitz

Exclusive: JC brings Azeem Rafiq face-to-face with Holocaust survivor

USA

How to help Holocaust survivors

US House Reps Introduce Bill to Honor 101-Year-Old Nuremberg Trials Prosecutor With Congressional Gold Medal

This Delray Beach man, 102, fought Nazi war crimes. Now he’s expected to get a big award.

At least 9 former Nazis died in the US while awaiting deportation. 3 House Democrats want to know why.

Letter From Albert Einstein Describing Antisemitism In The US Put Up For Auction

Albert Einstein Letter Describing ‘Enormous Degree of Antisemitism’ in US Academia Put Up for Auction

Who is trying to mainstream Holocaust denial and how?

Antisemitism is on the rise 83 years after Kristallnacht

Kristallnacht: A Lesson in How Incitement and Propaganda Lead to Horrific Violence

Marjorie Taylor Greene blames ‘vaccine Nazis’ for ‘ruining our country’ months after Holocaust museum apology

Trump-endorsed gubernatorial candidate appears with Nazi sympathizer and QAnon-linked activists at campaign events

Kansas Lawmaker Compares Vax Mandate to Holocaust – Then Blames Media

Kansas State Rep. Likens COVID-19 Mask Mandates to Persecution of Jews

Holocaust comparisons, yellow stars: How controversial forms of protest reached Kansas vaccine mandate hearings

Anti-vaccine protesters display Nazi symbols outside Jewish lawmaker’s office

Anti-Vaxx Protesters Show Up with Swastikas and Gold Stars at Jewish Lawmaker Jeffrey Dinowitizi’s Bronx Office

Swastika, Star of David used to protest school vaccination mandate outside Jewish politician’s office in New York

Leonard Pitts Jr.: The Nazis are coming (msn.com)

Protesters posed as neo-Nazis to target the GOP nominee in Virginia’s governor race

‘Crying Nazi’ hijacks Charlottesville trial to rant about Antifa
Holocaust Historian Testified That Charlottesville Organizers’ Messages Were ‘A Call to Arms’

White Nationalist Richard Spencer Said in A Text Message He Was Preparing For ‘IRL War’ Before the Deadly Charlottesville Rally

At the Charlottesville trial, defendants got the judge to say ‘gas the kikes.’ Here’s how, and why it matters.

Charlottesville Sends Message to the Hearts of Americans from the heart of the Confederacy

Man who spent just $153 to win NJ Senate race says sorry for attacks on Islam and comparing vaccine mandates to Holocaust

Lawyer For Oath Keepers Liken Covid-19 Vaccines To Holocaust Despite Federal Judge's Order To Drop Bombastic Language And Fringe Theories

Those Opposed To Mandatory Vaccines Go Too Far When They Make Outrageous Holocaust Comparisons

The way to stop bad Holocaust analogies is through education | Opinion

Going to bat for Holocaust education

Neo-Nazis are not a political metaphor

Neo-Nazis are using the Waukesha Attack for Propaganda

Texas district responds to 'opposing views' on Holocaust controversy by prohibiting recordings

Chelsea Clinton says it’s no surprise that Facebook allows book burning groups — Zuckerberg once defended Holocaust deniers

Anti-Semitism envoy nominee Deborah Lipstadt poised to battle scourge on all fronts

New York State bans swastikas, Confederate flags and other hate symbols on public property

Israel Arbeiter, 96, Holocaust survivor who believed ‘there is never enough remembering’

Remembering Izzy Arbeiter, the Holocaust survivor honored by Germany

Remembering Izzy Arbeiter

Israel Arbeiter, a forceful driver of Holocaust memory in Boston, dies at 96

Israel Arbiter, Driver Of Holocaust Memory In Boston, Dies At 96

The Izzy Arbeiter Story

Stefan H. Lewy, 96, Holocaust survivor and World War II vet who inspired many

'A Refugee To The End': Holocaust Survivor Asked To Be Buried With His Passport

Justus Rosenberg, Beloved Professor With a Heroic Past, Dies at 100

In Memoriam: Bard Remembers the Life of Professor Emeritus Justus Rosenberg

Justus Rosenberg, professor and last surviving member of group that smuggled intellectuals out of Nazi-held Europe, has died at 100

Justus Rosenberg, professor who helped artists escape Nazi Germany, dies at 100

Why reading Elie Wiesel can offer us new hope

False accusations repudiated at Wiesel Memorial Lecture
Evading Hitler and Winning the Silver Star: A Jewish Veteran’s Day Story
The Okahumpka Rosenwald School and the Holocaust

'Remember This' Review: One Man's Voice Recounts the Horrors Of Holocaust And Implores Us To "Remember This"

Shoah Unshowable

What We’re Reading: ‘When I Grow Up’ is a graphic novel created from discovered stories of Yiddish-speaking teenagers, just before Hitler’s invasion

When I Grow Up: The Lost Autobiographies of Six Yiddish Teenagers

Ken Krimstein Salvages the Stories of Pre-Holocaust Jewish Youths

New graphic novel illustrates long-lost pre-WWII essays by Jewish teens

Graphic Novel Illustrates Jewish Teen Life Through Writings Once Thought Lost During World War II

8 Jewish Books You Should Read This November

Long-Lost Essays Penned by Jewish Teens on Brink on Holocaust Inspires New Book

YIVO is professionalizing, growing and reviving a lost world

What Did The Nazi Write To His Jewish Classmate From 1934?

Operation Paperclip: The Secret US Operation to Use Nazi Scientist And Engineers to Win Cold War

Factor Recalls Search for Mother Who Abandoned Him During The Holocaust

Best friends at 9, they were separated when they fled the Nazis. Now, 82 years later, they finally hugged again.

Ex-Knicks GM Ernie Grunfeld’s ‘painful’ family Holocaust history finally told

Former Knicks GM Ernie Grunfeld’s immigrant story told in son’s new book

Holocaust survivors pass on knowledge to younger generation

Treasures depict pre-Holocaust life

Reliving a bad year with a Bay Area journalist whose family has seen much worse

Widespread Antisemitism, Nativism, and a Policy of “America First”: Part I

The Fear of the Fifth Column-and the Trojan Horse Part II

Fear of Spies, Saboteurs and Traitors: The Danger Seemed Real: Part III

Jews Desperately Seeking Refuge: Part IV

Part V Roosevelt and the Jews

The Shoah: An Unprecedented Historical Event in Perspective

Part VII: Critical Condition of Jews in Europe

How Much Information Was Known About the Destruction of European Jewry?

Jewish Ghettos During the Holocaust
Kristallnacht: silence was not the problem
Kristallnacht: A nationwide pogrom
Once lost to history, Kristallnacht testimonies describe pogrom’s aftermath
Holocaust survivor reflects on antisemitism rise 83 years after Kristallnacht
'We Weren't Prepared for This.' Inside the Accidental Liberation of a Concentration Camp
The secret to a 75 year marriage, from ‘the oldest Holocaust-surviving couple’
Evading Hitler and Winning the Silver Star: A Jewish Veteran’s Day Story
A Uniquely American Menorah in the Smithsonian's Collections
Four Perfect Pebbles: Clinging to Hope in Bergen-Belsen
Holocaust Survivor Shares the Agony of Doomed Girl from the Lodz Ghetto — Detroit Jewish News
Survivor Visits Bradenton School For Holocaust Education Week
My German-Jewish grandmother’s childhood autograph book survived the Holocaust. It is one of the few that did.
Pre-Holocaust childhood autograph book delights researchers and romantics
Tiny Japanese carvings on view at the Jewish Museum tell the story of a Jewish family’s resilience
Jerry Valfer made the Holocaust vivid to Rochester audiences
An interactive legacy: With the use of artificial intelligence, ‘Big Sonia’ can share her story for generations
The Holocaust lesson I regret teaching
A Sense of Place: An Elkhart County History Podcast, S2E8: A Holocaust Rescue Story
Act included in NC budget clearly defines antisemitism, sets guidelines for Holocaust education
Holocaust Memorial Learning Center may be 5 years off
CANDLES Holocaust Museum looking to raise money to preserve founder’s old military uniform
More Than a ‘Holocaust Artist’: Miami Show Positions Maryan as an Unknown Giant of the Postwar Era
The Holocaust and freedom of speech at UM
Watch now: Mobile museum brings lessons of Holocaust to Bloomington High
Lessons about the Holocaust a tough subject for some teachers, advocates say
I Love Living Jews
Gonzaga University, a Catholic college near historically neo-Nazi territory, gets its first Torah scroll and Jewish space
Behrend community helps preserve Holocaust history | Penn State University
Penn State’s Holocaust, Genocide and Human Rights Education Initiative brings critical thinking to classrooms

Americans And The Holocaust Traveling Exhibit Coming To Bangor Public Library

Americans and the Holocaust traveling exhibition coming to Yuma Main Library - KYMA

ASU Alumna Publishes Report About The Effectiveness Of Holocaust Education Mandates Across U.S.

Following high-profile antisemitic incidents, Massachusetts lawmakers vote to require genocide education in high schools

Arizona Department of Correction Gets Over 650 Holocaust, Genocide Books Donated

Holocaust Association sends educational books to prisons in Arizona

Starbucks ex-CEO Howard Schultz uses a Holocaust analogy to discourage a union vote

Howard Schultz tells a story about the Holocaust to tout Starbucks’ benefits

Wygodski, Kahan, Herman & Grebenschikoff honored as Community Heroes

Survivor Eating: How Genetic Memory Influences How We Eat

‘Hannah Arendt and Isaiah Berlin’ Review: Clash of the Titans

Watch: New graphic novel illustrates long-lost pre-WWII essays by Jewish teens

Ken Krimstein Salvages the Stories of Pre-Holocaust Jewish Youths

Meet the Thirteen-Year-Old Who Runs Her Own Podcast Interviewing Holocaust Survivors

Nazis on the Run

Nevada’s first Holocaust Memorial Plaza set for groundbreaking

Jews In the Land of Disney: Casselberry City Commissioner Finds Family Thought Lost In the Holocaust

Love stories of the Holocaust topic of upcoming book launch

Major Retailers Target and Barnes and Noble Pull Books That Deny the Holocaust From their Shelves

‘Heil Hitler’ Sign Outside San Antonio Automotive Repair Shop Causes Distress in Local Community

Netflix short film, ‘Camp Confidential: America’s Secret Nazis,’ leaves viewers cringing

Shoah Ambassadors Premieres, Debuts on DPTV/PBS Thursday Night

Annual Holocaust Contest Reminding Public of Tragedy

Kids' creative talents sought for Vermont Holocaust Memorial contest

Winners of first Kimmelman 'Learning from Holocaust' essay contest - Oak Ridge Today

Swastikas, Racist Graffiti Found at Massachusetts Middle School Amid Controversy Over Alleged Misconduct

*******************************************************************************
PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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